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Neodymium-iron-boron magnets possess strong magnetic field strength which makes 
them popular in small electronics, such as hard disc drives and television.  
These magnets can also be used for larger applications where an even stronger magnetic 
field is required such as MRI machines or electric cars. Due to the supply risk associated with 
these magnet alloys, investigating a recycling method for neodymium from electronic waste has 
become critical. However, there are some challenging aspects associated with these rare earth 
magnets when producing an effective method to recycle this electronic waste.   
Selective sulfation has been used to separate the neodymium from the iron in permanent 
magnets.  Sulfuric acid is used to convert the metals to sulfates, which are then roasted to 
produce a calcine of neodymium sulfate and iron oxide.   The calcine could then be leached with 
water to create a pure neodymium solution. 
To further investigate the selective sulfation reaction, direct sulfation using SO2 would be 
attempted.  Solid particle samples comprised of the pure magnet alloy were directly contacted 
with SO2 and O2 in a tube furnace. The variables investigated were temperature of the material 
bed and the ratio of SO2 to O2. The product from the tube furnace is then water leached to 
recover any of the converted neodymium sulfates. The leachate and solid residue were analyzed 
by ICP-MS and XRD respectively.  
The tube furnace results suggest that direct sulfation using the pure magnet alloy is not 
feasible.  In all experiments the recovery of neodymium never exceeded 2% and the iron in the 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODCUTION 
 
1.1 Neodymium Iron Boron Magnets 
Nd-Fe-B magnets are used in a variety of applications from electric cars to computer hard 
drives because of the alloys strong magnetic field that the alloy produces.  The strong magnetic 
field that this alloy produces is crucial for many applications because the size of the magnet can 
be reduced while still achieving the same magnetic strength as traditional permanent magnets.  
Having the ability to use less magnet material that yields the same magnetic strength as previous 
magnets has reduced the weight and size of electronic components in computers, electric cars, 
and even MRI machines making these machines more widely used. 
The current issue with the rare earth magnets is that they are very difficult to recycle so 
most magnets produced are molded from new rare earth metals without any recycled material 
mixed in.  The problem here is that the global production of rare earth metals is dominated 
primarily by China creating a sort of global monopoly of the rare earth metals. Due to the global 
monopoly of rare earth metals by China, it is important to find other sources of usable rare earth 
metals and rare earth oxides.  Recycling the rare earth magnets that wind up as scrap or being 
able to effectively recycle the magnet swarf, which is a byproduct of magnet production and 
considered a waste product, could help to fill the gap of primary rare earth production on the 
global market.  
There are a few methods that have been discussed and attempted to recover rare earths 
from magnet waste.  Many of the methods tried so far are apparently energy and chemical 
intensive using either molten salt electrolysis, selective chlorination or selective leaching.  These 
methods have been used to various degrees of success. Selective sulfation has been used to 
successfully separate neodymium from iron in magnet alloys, but in a two-stage process where 
the magnet alloy is sulfated using sulfuric acid and then roasted to produce a calcine where 
neodymium sulfate is stable and iron oxide is stable.   
In the attempt to further understand the possibilities surrounding selective sulfation to 
recycle rare earth magnets, direct selective sulfation by SO2 gas will be investigated in this 
thesis. SO2 gas will come in direct contact with a bed of magnet alloy material in a tube furnace.  
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With an atmosphere of SO2, O2 and N2, and the correct temperature, a stable neodymium sulfate 
phase should be created.  The variables to be investigated are the partial pressure of the gases 
used in the reaction vessel and the temperatures inside the vessel. Through this method a water-
soluble neodymium sulfate and a water insoluble iron oxide will be created and a separation by 
water leaching can be done.  The solution from the water leach was analyzed by inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectrometry and the insoluble gangue materials was analyzed by x-ray 



















CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Previous Studies on Magnet Scrap   
Neodymium is a rare earth element that happens to be of perfect use as an alloy in Nd-Fe-
B permanent magnets.   The relative magnetic strength of the Nd-magnet is what makes the 
material perfect for use in hard disk drives and other applications.  Benjamin Sprecher, Rene 
Kleijn and Gert Kramer (Sprecher , Kleijn, & Kramer, 2014) investigated the recycling potential 
of the neodymium from rare earth magnets (REMs) using a combination of empirical 
experiments and dynamic modeling. The dynamic models are used to predict future production 
and demand of the REM. Through these methods, it was determined that there is significant 
potential for closed-loop production and recycling of NdFeB magnets, however the recovery 
potential from HDDs is small.  This low recovery potential of neodymium was due to 
neodymium magnets being dispersed through a variety of applications such as electric cars and 
wind turbines.   
A. Lixandru also conducted a survey identifying where the Nd-Fe-B magnets were in 
electronic and electrical waste streams.  The survey was conducted due to how neodymium has 
been deemed a critical material which means there is significant risk to supply and its economic 
importance.  The main source of neodymium iron boron magnets was found in hard disc drives 
from computers. The second source was from loudspeaker from small electronics like laptops 
and TVs.  (Lixandru, 2017) 
A closed-loop recycling method was attempted by P. Stuhlpfarrer (Stuflpfarrer, 2016) 
where the recovery of neodymium, copper, gold and aluminum was investigated.  Stuhlpfarrer 
found issues with the classic methods of recycling hard drives where hard drives are either 
disassembled by hand or shredded.  Disassembly by hand was argued to be too time intensive for 
economic recovery of the permanent magnets and that shredding the hard drives destroys the 
magnets so that they cannot be separated.  Instead, pyrolysis was used to disassemble the hard 
drives.  At 700°C the frame of the hard drives and the threads of the screws would melt.  The 
drives were then sorted into different fractions.  The magnet fraction was leached with 
hydrochloric acid and then reprecipitated using oxalic acid.  Through this method a recovery of 
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41% was attained for the recycling chain. Stuflpfarrer used a simple method where by only 
heating up the hard drives and doing a quick physical separation can recover a large portion of 
rare earth elements contained by the magnets 
A semi-automatic method to recover rare earth magnets from disk drives was developed 
by Timothy R. Simon in order to maximize resource efficiency.  A prototype machine was 
developed using a 3D printer and two hand held power drills.  The prototype would act like a 
CNC machine to autogenously take apart each different hard drive by first scanning a barcode on 
the hard drive.  Each different barcode would have its own deconstruction program.  The 
prototype could disassemble a hard drive in two minutes. (Simon, 2018) 
Brandon Ott has also investigated the recycling and recovery of rare earth elements by 
physical separation, focusing specifically on the separation by preferential degradation of the 
neodymium permanent magnets.  Ott argued that shredding the hard drives does not make it 
more difficult to recover the magnet alloy and because of the magnet alloys brittleness, grinding 
the material further would enhance the separation qualities due to how the magnets easily break 
up into smaller pieces compared to the other more ductile materials within the hard drives.  The 
size differential between the ductile metals and the brittle magnets allowed them to be separated 
by a simple screen.  The coarse fraction would contain the steel, aluminum, and copper fractions 
of the hard drives and the fine fraction would contain the majority of magnet alloy locked within 
the hard drives. (Ott, 2018) 
The best flowsheet used demagnetization, shredding, eddy current separation, grinding, 
and then screening to recover the most amount of magnet alloy and with the highest grade.  The 
test produced a concentrate with a recovery of 90% and a grade of 40%.   
The previous two methods by Ott and Stufhpfarrer are an effective way at producing a 
concentrate of neodymium magnet alloy. For Ott’s process an argument was made for direct 
recycling of the magnet material to secondary magnets because the recovery and grade were 
exceptionally high.  In other processes concentrates are further refined to a pure metal.  Several 





2.2 Oxalic Acid Method 
Tom Vander Hoogerstraete (Hoogerstraete, 2013)developed a method to recycle 
neodymium permanent magnets by only consuming oxalic acid and producing rare earth oxides 
as a product.  This process employed seven steps which were mostly to remove impurities such 
as iron, cobalt, copper and manganese.  Hoogerstraete used crushing to reduce the magnets to a 
powder, a quick roasting step to oxidize the metals in the system, leaching with hydrochloric and 
nitric acid to leach the rare earth metals and precipitate the iron, a solvent extraction step that 
removed copper, cobalt and manganese, used oxalic acid to then precipitate the rare earth 
elements to their respective oxalates and then roasted the oxalates to return the rare earths to 
oxide form.  The rare earth oxides could then be used to create new magnets. This process 
worked well due to the number of reactants needed being very low, because it only used oxalic 
acid, electricity, water and air, and recovered neodymium from NdFeB in a respectable grade.  
2.3 Selective Chlorination  
Selective chlorination has been used to recycle magnetic sludge that is a byproduct of the 
production of neodymium magnets.  This process recovers the Nd by adding FeCl2 and activated 
carbon in a graphite crucible and heating to 1073K-1273K in an inert atmosphere.  The NdCl3 
volatizes and then condenses at the top of the furnace.  Through this method, rare earths can be 
extracted from the magnet material as chlorides. (Uda, 2003) 
Gas phase chlorination can be used but can cause difficulties when attempting to separate 
the rare earth chlorides (RECl) from other metal chloride impurities because of relatively low 
volatility of the RECl.  AlCl3 can be used to form complexes and increase the volatilization 
temperature of the RECl.  The increase in needed temperature from the AlCl3 to volatize the 
RECl allows it to be separated from other metal chlorides. (Firdaus & Rhamdhani , 2016)   
Masahiro, Miura and Machida investigated using NH4Cl to recovery the neodymium 
from magnet scrap.  The selective chlorination took place at 573 K using a mixture of solid 
NH4Cl and scrap magnet powder.  After heating, the furnace product was water leached since the 
chloride is soluble in water.  The leach residues were analyzed by EDX.  By comparing the EDX 
patterns of the scrap magnet powder before and then with the leach residue, recovery of the REE 
can be calculated.  A rare earth recovery of 90% was achieved by heating to 623 K for three 
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hours and using six times the amount of NH4Cl for plenty of excess.  (Itoh, Muira , & Machida, 
2008) 
2.4 Molten Salt Electrolysis  
One of the more complex methods of recovering neodymium has been using fluoride 
molten salts.  Morrice and Henrie developed a method to reduce the oxides of rare earth elements 
such as praseodymium, neodymium, and didymium.  The rare earth oxides were reduced in the 
melt and formed metal nodules on the skull of the solidified electrolyte.  The melt is conducted 
in a graphite crucible that acts as the anode and a tungsten rod is used as cathode.  Both the 
anode and cathode are nonreacting in this reaction. The nodules recovered retained a purity of 
99.9% of the rare earth metal.  (Morrice & Henrie, 1966) 
Another molten salt method of recycling neodymium magnets is using molten 
magnesium.  In this method, Nd magnet scrap is grinded to below 2 mm and set into an iron 
crucible.  This was suspended over a tantalum crucible of magnesium.  Upon heating the system 
to roughly 1300 K the Mg evaporates and condenses at the top of the furnace.  The liquid Mg 
transfers the Nd from the scrap magnet material to the liquid magnesium.  The Nd-Mg liquid 
drains through the top crucible via slots in the bottom.  The Nd collects at the bottom of the 
lower crucible due to the low vapor pressure of neodymium.  (Okabe, 2003) 
2.5 Selective Leaching 
In the search to find a selective reagent to leach rare earths from magnet scrap, (Lee, 
Chen, Liao Ch, & Popuri, 2013) NaOH, HCl, HNO3, and H2SO4 were looked at as possible 
reagents.  The magnet scrap was demagnetized and grinded to 50 mesh.  Different 
concentrations, temperatures, time for leach and the solid-liquid ratio was investigated.  Nd was 
found to readily dissolve in dilute acids just like the Fe and B that are found in the magnets.  
Caustic solution was found to not dissolve the Nd at all.  A double salt precipitation was used to 
then recovery the neodymium from the solution.  H2SO4 and HCl were found to be the best 
leaching reagents.   
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As lee and Chen found, sulfuric acid dissolves basically everything from the scrap 
magnet material.  Dissolving everything, including the gangue material, does not immediately 
help with the separation of neodymium. 
Selective leaching was tried on magnet swarf using hydrochloric acid to recovery Dy and 
Nd from the swarf by E. Padhan.  The two rare earth elements were then separated from each 
other by solvent extraction using NaCanex 302.  Crushing and grinding was conducted before 
the hydrochloric acid leach.  The separation of dysprosium from neodymium was first 
accomplished at a low pH suggesting that the separation factor was high at low pH. (Padhan, 
2017) 
2.6 Selective Sulfation and Sulfation Roasting 
 Onal and Borra investigated concentrated sulfuric acid that can also be used in a 
sulfation step where all the magnet material is transformed to sulfates by digestion.  Once the 
sulfation step is complete, selective roasting is done on the sulfated material to oxidize the 
gangue elements, like iron and boron, and leave the neodymium as a sulfate.  The calcine 
product of the roaster is leached with water to pull the neodymium sulfate into solution.  (Onal, 
Borra , Muxing , Blanpain , & Gerven, 2015) 
Chenna Rao Borra (Borra, 2016) investigated the effects of sulfation of bauxite residue 
generated from aluminum production.  Bauxite residue is rich in REE and these elements can be 
recovered at a low extraction with direct acid leaching. A combined sulfation – roasting – 
leaching procedure can be devised to separate the iron in the system from the rare earths that are 
present. The effects of temperature were investigated and compared to the rate of dissolution of 
the rare earths along with iron and aluminum.  Higher temperatures decreased the overall 
dissolution of all metal sulfates and lower temperature increased the dissolution of all metals 
present.  This directly affected the iron and aluminum in the system. This sort of behavior with 
increasing temperature was confirmed with a monazite concentrate using the same acid baking 
technique by J. Demol. (Demol, 2018) 
Selective sulfation has been used to separate lithium and cobalt from lithium ion batteries 
by Dahui Wang.  Investigated was the effects of increasing amouns of NaHSO4•H2O on the 
roasting mechanism.  As temperatures increase and the proportion of NaHSO4•H2O increases the 
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evolved species are LiNa(SO4) and Co3O4.  The difference in occurring forms of each Li and Co 
can lead to a separation during the roasting phase.  (Wang D. , 2018) 
The next article outlines how sodium sulfate can be used as an activating component in a 
sulfating roast of nickel-copper sulfide concentrates. A mixture of ammonium sulfate and 
sodium sulfates were used in a co-sulfating roasting process. The results revealed that Cu, Ni, 
and Co were recovered according to a 3.5 ammonium sulfate mass ratio to ore.  The results also 
showed that the addition of sodium sulfate greatly decreased the activation energy of the 
sulfation reactions. (Cui, 2018) 
The selective sulfation roast has been used to collect titanium and vanadium from 
vanadium slags by Guoquan Zhang (Zhang, 2018).  The process used ammonium sulfate and 
roast-leaching step to selectively extract the vanadium and titanium.  The slags were roasted with 
ammonium sulfate at a relatively high temperatures and then leached with dilute sulfuric acid.  
The results expressed that the extraction of vanadium and titanium increased with the sulfation 
roast as when compared to the raw slag.  The total extraction of vanadium and titanium were 
91% and 77%, respectively.   
Using the principle of sulfation and a selective roast, Carlson and Taylor have 
hypothesized that neodymium can be recovered by roasting the magnet material under conditions 
where iron is stable as its oxide and neodymium is stable as a sulfate (Carlson & Taylor, 
Selective Sulfation Roasting of Rare Earths from NdFeB Magnet Scrap, 2017).  The calcine 
material will go through water leaching to separate the neodymium sulfate from the iron oxide.  
The leach residue would contain the iron oxide as well as any other impurities.  To determine is 
this is feasible, sintered porous pellets of synthesized magnet material were made up to be 
analyzed by thermal gravimetric analysis.  A flow of SO2 and air was introduced to the system at 
750 ⁰C.  It was concluded that a neodymium oxy-sulfate phase is formed with roasting the 
magnet material in SO2.  It was also observed that iron oxide did not react with the SO2 gas.  To 
fully form the neodymium sulfates in the future, more reaction time may be necessary. 
2.7 Ternary Phase diagram of Nd-Fe-B  
The ternary phase diagram was investigated by Yukata Matsuura (Matsuura, 1985) to 
determine the exact conditions that the best permanent magnets could be manufactured.  
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Findings from this study claimed that two phases, Fe2 and Nd2Fe7B6, exist with the liquid in the 
Neodymium deficient region.  More important to this thesis was the eutectic temperatures that 
were listed in the journal article.  The table below shows two points that could cause issues when 
attempting the sulfation of the magnet material. The two points are labeled as e8 and E2.  
The points on the table correspond to the ternary phase diagram that is pictured in Figure 
2.1.  This figure is difficult to read and interpret, which is why the table is provided first. 
Table 2.1 Ternary Phase table of the Nd-Fe-B system 
 
E2 and e8 are listed to be eutectic points at temperatures that are ideal for operating 
conditions.  The eutectic points suggest a melting temperature from 665°C to 690°C.  Especially 
notable is the point of E2 which is the ternary eutectic where all three components of the system 
will melt. 






Figure 2.1 Ternary Phase Diagram of the Nd-Fe-B System 
Hallermans (Hallermans, 1995) also did an assessment of the ternary phase diagram of 
the Nd-Fe-B system by optimizing previous phase diagram data using the least-square method.  
In one of the figures Hallermans gives, a very low eutectic appears in the binary phase diagram 
of Nd-Fe.   
The liquidous line closely resembles the one outlined by Matsuura previously.  
Hallermans projects that the eutectic of neodymium and iron occur at higher percentages of 
neodymium and lower temperatures of iron, but that eutectic is still recorded to be below 700°C. 
Since much of the Nd-Fe-B system is just iron and neodymium, with only 0.6 weight percent 
being boron, the binary phase diagram can be considered accurate.  Hallermans figure is shown 
below. 
From Figure 2.2, the eutectic point has a neodymium composition of 76.7% and an iron 
composition of 23.3% by mole fraction.  The eutectic point is also at about 690°C which is 





Figure 2.1 Binary Nd-Fe Phase Diagram 
Another researcher by the name of K. H. J. Buschow (Buschow, 1986) studied the 
crystallization behavior in the iron rich side of the ternary Nd-Fe-B system and found two 
metastable constituents which were Nd2Fe23B3 and NdFe12B6.  These two compounds were 
found to have vastly different properties.  The first, Nd2Fe23B3 was found to be cubic in its 
crystalline structure and to have magnetic properties after being exposed to temperatures of 655 
K. The other compound was found to be hexagonal have a Curie temperature of only 230 K.  The 
main finding of this paper was that increasing the iron content decreased the thermal stability of 
the magnet while increasing the boron in the system greatly increases the thermal stability of the 
neodymium magnet.   
2.8 Fluidized Bed Reactor Study 
Fluidized bed reactors are employed in a variety of settings where fast gas-solid reactions 
must take place. A great description of how to design a fluidized bed was done by Suleiman (Y., 
L + Fe17Nd2 
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2013)where he provided an overview of the equations needed to design a fluidized bed reactor 
along with sample calculations. The important equations were the for the void fraction and the 
pressure drop across the particle bed inside the reactor.  The void fraction equation is given 
below were ε is the void fraction and ρ1 is the density of the solids.  
The pressure drop of the fluidized bed system allows for the investigation of conditions 
inside the fluidized bed reactor.  The Ergun equation is given below. 
Equation 2.1 The Ergun Equation ∆𝑃ℎ = 150 (1 − 𝜀)2𝜀3 𝜇𝑢𝑑𝑝2 + 1.75 (1 − 𝜀)𝜀3 𝑢𝜌𝑓𝑑𝑝  
Where ΔP is pressure drop, h is the height of the bed, μ is the fluid viscosity, ρf is the 
fluid density, ε is the void fraction, u is the fluid viscosity and dp is the particle diameter.  
D.R. Poirier (Poirier, 1994) reviewed two other equations that can be used to further 
define the parameters of the fluidized bed reactor. Those equations are as follows: 
Equation 2.2 Minimum Fluidization Velocity 
[𝑅𝑒𝑓 ]1/3 = 𝑉𝑜[4𝑔𝜂𝑓(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓)3𝜌𝑓2 ]1/3 
Equation 2.3 Particle Size for Fluidization 
(𝑓𝑅𝑒2)1/3 = 𝐷𝑝[ 3𝜂𝑓24𝑔𝜌𝑓(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓)]1/3 
 
Each of the equations present the same information in dimensionless terms which can be 
plotted against each other to determine the correct size of the particles to be fluidized and the 
velocity at which fluidization will occur.  V0 is the fluidization velocity, g is gravity, nf is the 
viscosity of the fluid, ρp is the density of the particles and ρf is the density of the fluid. These two 
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equations can be used in conjunction with the figure below to fine tune the parameters of the 
fluidized bed reactor.   
 
Figure 2.2 Fluidization Chart 
If you know one variable in the equation, the chard in Figure 2.3 can be used to correlate 
particle size and fluidization velocity.  (Poirier, 1994) 
2.9 Fluidized Bed Sulfation 
Nirav J. Desal (Desal, 1982) did an investigation of the enhancement of calcium oxide by 
iron oxide catalyst.  It was found that by coating dolomite particles in a thin layer of iron oxide 
the sorption of sulfur dioxide was increased.  The addition of iron oxide was also found to 
increase the reaction rate and the overall capacity of the sulfur dioxide.  Desal used samples that 
were coated in an iron sulfate solution which were put through a drying and thermal 
decomposition stage.  The iron sulfate that was coating the dolomite particles was found to go to 
iron oxide quickly at 570°.  The samples were heated up under and oxygen and argon 
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atmosphere containing 95% argon and 5% oxygen.  Calcination was carried out first and then 
when sulfating temperature was attained, 0.3% SO2 gas was added to the reactant atmosphere for 
sulfation.  This sort of procedure could be used for the sulfation of neodymium from iron oxide 
when recycling NdFeB magnets. 
A study of direct and indirect sulfation of calcium carbonate in fluidized bed conditions 
was done to study dry sorbent injection as a method to capture SO2 emissions. The study was 
done by Liyong Wang.  Indirect sulfation used a calcine reaction to first convert the calcium 
carbonate to calcium oxide.  Direct sulfation skipped the calcining reaction of calcium carbonate 
and added sulfur dioxide straight to the cacium carbonate. Each reaction ended with calcium 
sulfate.  For each reaction the only reactant is SO2 gas and either calcium carbonate or calcium 
oxide.  It was found that indirect sulfation was limited by diffusion and the direct sulfation was 
controlled by kinetics. (Wang L. , 2015) 
Direct sulfation by SO2 was done on sintered particles of iron oxide and neodymium 
oxide by Brett Carlson.  TGA experiments of the sintered particles show a potential to recovery 
neodymium as a sulfate from direct sulfation with extraction greater than 60%.  A water leach 
was conducted to selectively separate the neodymium sulfates from the gangue material.  The 
extraction of neodymium increased with temperature and almost no iron was present in the 
solution even at low temperatures.  Scoping tests were completed on the magnet alloy itself, but 
the formation NdFeO3 stopped the formation of neodymium sulfate (Carlson & Taylor, Selective 









CHAPTER 3 THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
 
3.1 HSC Thermodynamic calculations 
To start investigating the thermodynamic feasibility of a reaction in question the first 
place to start is with a thermodynamic study.  By completing a thermodynamic study, one can 
start to determine the amount of energy either needed or released by the reaction in question and 
from this can start to design an experiment around the reaction.  The thermodynamic study can 
give information into which variables are important, which reaction products are possible, and 
can give insight into the unexpected. HSC 5.1 and HSC 8.1 were the programs used to start the 
thermodynamic study of the Neodymium-Iron-Boron magnet alloy system.  Specifically used 
were the equilibrium concentration calculation function and the gibbs energy calculation 
function. The first chemical equation that was investigated was the main reaction that we 
expected and wanted to occur, to determine if the reaction was feasible.  A Gibbs energy 
calculation was done first and then the concentrations of the constituents were calculated at 
equilibrium.  The reaction is shown below:  
Equation 3.1 Hypothesized Chemical Equation 
Nd2Fe14B + 3SO2(g) + 13.5O2(g) = Nd2(SO4)3 + 7Fe2O3 + B 
The reaction above shows the ideal situation where all the neodymium is a sulfate and all 
the iron is iron oxide.  This allows for a separation in which the iron is insoluble in water and the 
neodymium is soluble as neodymium sulfate. 
The graph below shows the ΔG values as a function of temperature.  The graph in Figure 
3.1 suggests that the reaction is feasible with a lot of potential energy being released.  This can 
be discerned from how negative the ΔG values are.  The more negative a ΔG value is the more 
exothermic it is and the higher potential the reaction has for completing. An equilibrium 
concentration diagram was completed for the reaction above using the same stoichiometric 





Figure 3.1 ΔG of Ideal Situation 
 
Figure 3.2 Equilibrium Diagram of Equation 3.1 
When this equation was run through the equilibrium concentration function of HSC 5.1, 
which is the graph in Figure 3.2, a few interesting things were seen.  The first was the formation 
of FeSO4 instead of the formation of Fe2(SO4)3. This is a good finding as it suggests that only a 
small amount of the iron will end up in the soluble sulfate phase. Most of the iron forms either of 
its stable oxides as Fe2O3 or Fe3O4. These two iron oxides are not shown on the graph.  Both iron 
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iron combines with neodymium and forms an intermediate neodymium iron oxide. The 
intermediate oxide is the most interesting piece of information due to it being the most stable 
phase as the temperature is increased past about 700°C. The intermediate oxide is cause for 
concern because of its high equilibrium concentration as temperatures increase.  Suppressing the 
formation of the oxide could be very integral to success.  
The reaction, as written in equation one, is feasible from the figures above.  The next step 
was to determine operating conditions of an experiment and to determine any other possible 
reactions that could contribute to the overall reaction quality. 
3.2 Other Possible Reactions 
Due to the propensity for neodymium metal and iron metal to oxidize in air, the oxides of 
the metals were also investigated to determine if the oxides, when exposed to SO2 gas would 
react differently than the magnet alloy. Figure 3.3 has the ΔG values for iron oxide reacting with 
SO2 to produce iron sulfate.   
 
Figure 3.3 ΔG for the formation of iron sulfate 
The graph above, in Figure 3.3, has a crossover point where the ΔG values go from 
negative to positive at roughly 790°C.  This is an important point because it means that the 














ΔG Values for formation of Iron Sulfate
Fe2O3 +3SO2 + 1.5O2 = Fe2(SO4)3
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direction where iron sulfate breaks down into iron oxide, oxygen gas and sulfur dioxide gas.  
Figure 3.4 has the ΔG values for the formation of neodymium sulfate from neodymium oxide. 
 
Figure 3.4 Formation of Neodymium Sulfate 
A slight difference can be distinguished between the formation of neodymium sulfate and 
the formation of iron sulfate from their respective oxides as the formation of neodymium sulfate 
has a negative ΔG to 1000°C.  Because of this difference in ΔG between the formation of iron 
sulfate and neodymium sulfate, that a reaction suppressing the formation of iron sulfate while 
producing neodymium sulfate can be postulated.  Purely from Figure 6 and 7, they suggest that 
iron oxide could be kept iron oxide while producing neodymium sulfate at temperatures higher 
than 790°C. 
The next set of reactions considered were of the pure metals, both iron and neodymium 
reacting with oxygen and sulfur dioxide to produce the metals respective sulfates. The formation 
energies are shown in Figure 3.5 for both reactions. The graph in Figure 3.5 explicitly shows the 













Nd2O3 + 3SO2 +1.5O2 = Nd2(SO4)3




Figure 3.5 Energies of formation for Iron and Neodymium Sulfate 
 Neodymium exhibits a much more negative ΔG than iron sulfate however both 
formation energies are negative suggesting that each reaction is spontaneous at the temperatures 
simulated.  However, because of the large difference in ΔG, it is possible that one reaction can be 
suppressed while the other can reach equilibrium.  Controlling the reaction can be accomplished 
in a variety of ways such as adjusting the partial pressures of reactant gases and the temperature 
that the reaction is carried out at.  
The next figure outlines the ΔG values for the intermediate oxide NdFeO3.  The 
intermediate oxide, through HSC, was demonstrated to have a potential of forming. If the 
formation energy of NdFeO3 is compared to the formation energies shown in Figure 3.6, the 
formation energy is more negative for the intermediate oxide than for the formation energy of 
iron oxide.  This suggests that the intermediate oxide could form before the iron oxide.  This 
could lead to more neodymium losses as the neodymium is locked into the intermediate oxide 
which is insoluble. This possibility could cause recovery issues during the water leaching stage 
of the experiment.  However, this also suggests that the iron could get locked up in the oxide 
creating a purer solution after the water leaching stage.  This lead to the next figure that looks at 
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Figure 3.6 Formation of NdFeO3 
Figure 3.7 gives the gibbs energy of reaction for the intermediate oxide to neodymium 
sulfate and iron oxide. 
 
Figure 3.7 Energy of Reaction of NdFeO3 Forming Neodymium Sulfate and Iron Oxide 
Figure 3.7 offers the idea that the intermediate oxide of neodymium and iron can revert to 
neodymium sulfate and iron oxide over a range of temperatures. The negative ΔG suggests that 
this reaction is spontaneous.  From the figure above, it can be hypothesized that if any of the 






























2NdFeO3 + 1.5O2(g) + 3SO2(g) = Nd2(SO4)3 + 
Fe2O3
2NdFeO3 + 1.5O2(g) + 3SO2(g) = Nd2(SO4)3 + Fe2O3
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converted to leachable neodymium sulfate.  This information then suggests that multiple stages 
may be required to fully recover the neodymium from the magnet alloy. 
The next reaction that was investigated involves the small amount of boron in the system. 
From this investigation it was found that boron will oxidize to boron oxide.  The formation 
energy for boron oxide is shown below in Figure 3.8. 
 
Figure 3.8 Formation Energy of Boron Oxide 
The boron in the system readily reacts to form boron oxide when exposed to oxygen gas 
and elevated temperature.  There are a few issues with borates as they have a low melting points 
and starts to melt at 325°C which has the potential to cause issues in a reaction where 
temperatures are likely to be above 700°C.  The melting could cause some sticking issues with 
other particles and yield a sintering like effect.  However, boron is less than 1% by weight of the 
magnet alloy.   
Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of formation energies for six potential competing 
reactions.  The graph reveals that the intermediate oxide has the highest potential for formation at 
temperatures exceeding 200°C.  At temperatures lower than 200°C, sulfation of neodymium 
metal is viable, but as temperature increases the sulfation reaction would be overtaken by the 
intermediate oxide forming.  NdFeO3 formation has a lower Gibbs energy than the overall 















2B + 1.5O2(g) = B2O3
2B + 1.5O2(g) = B2O3
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Another point of interest is the energy of formation of neodymium sulfate from 
neodymium oxide as the formation energy is not as negative as the energy of formation of the 
neodymium sulfate from the magnet alloy and neodymium metal.  The formation of neodymium 
sulfate from neodymium oxide crosses the over the energy line for the formation of iron sulfate 
at about 700°C. This suggests that at higher temperatures the formation of iron sulfate is more 
likely to occur than the formation of neodymium sulfate from neodymium oxide at higher 
temperatures. 
 


















Comparison of Formation Energies of Reactions in 
Question
2/3Nd + O2(g) + SO2(g) = 1/3Nd2(SO4)3
2/3Fe + O2(g) + SO2(g) = 1/3Fe2(SO4)3
2/3Nd + 2/3Fe + O2(g) = 2/3NdFeO3
2/3Fe2O3 + 2SO2(g) + O2(g) = 2/3Fe2(SO4)3
4/27Nd + 28/27Fe + 2/27B + 2/9SO2(g) + O2(g) = 2/27Nd2(SO4)3 + 14/27Fe2O3 + 2/27B
2/3Nd2O3 + 2SO2(g) + O2(g) = 2/3Nd2(SO4)3
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURES 
 
Two experimental set-ups and procedures were attempted to recycle neodymium boron 
magnets with the first being a fluidized bed reactor and the second utilizing a horizontal tube 
furnace to create a product of neodymium sulfate.  The fluidized bed reactor was perfect in 
concept but very difficult in practice to control properly and had a myriad of problems associated 
with it.  The second experimental set-up was a horizontal tube furnace where reaction gases 
would be directed over the top of a small static bed was much simpler to control variables and a 
simpler experimental set-up.  Simpler is usually better, but the horizontal tube furnace would 
innately not have the gas particle interactions that a fluidized bed reactor would yield.   
4.1 Sample Preparation Overview 
Samples were taken from two different sources being hard drive magnets and Chevrolet 
Volt motors.  Each of these pieces of technology uses NdFeB magnets to produce a permanent 
magnetic field. Before removing the magnets from the motors or the hard drives, the components 
were all heated up to 350°C for one hour for demagnetization. The Volt motors were the easiest 
to work with due to the amount of magnet that could be recovered from each motor, about 1.6kg, 
and the magnet coating was easier to work with.  The coating on the Volt magnets was aluminum 
which could easily be removed by adding them to a caustic solution.  Once the aluminum was 
dissolved away, the magnets were rinsed and dried. From there the magnets were ground to a 
fine particle size.  The aim was -125um. Three different types of grinding were done on the 
magnets which were wet rod milling, dry rod milling, and a ring and puck pulverizer. The 
pulverizer was deemed to work the best and used most. 
The hard drive magnets were more difficult to work with due to their specific coating of 
nickel.  This had to be removed with a commercial proprietary stripping agent from MetalX 
called B-9 Nickel stripper. Once the nickel had been stripped off, the magnets were ground up in 
the same fashion as the Volt magnets.   
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4.2 Sample Preparation Procedures 
4.2.1 Removing the magnets from the Chevrolet Volt 
1. Heat the whole motor in a furnace at 350°C for one hour to remove the magnetic 
properties of the magnet and then let cool. 
2. Find a hammer and a chisel. 
3. Use the chisel and the hammer to loosen up the plates that hold the magnets in place. 
4. Once the magnets are loosened up, pop them out of the motor gently using the hammer.  
4.2.2 Removing the Aluminum Coating  
1. Make up a 500mL solution of 4M NaOH 
2. Take 1kg of magnets and slowly place them into a 1L glass beaker. 
3. Pour the caustic solution over the magnets and let sit overnight. 
4. Be sure to use a hood because this reaction will produce hydrogen gas. 
5. Once the wait time is over, pour out the exhausted caustic solution in a waste container 
and properly label it. 
6. Rinse the magnets with a lot of water being careful to capture the water in a waste 
container. 
7. Once the magnets are rinsed, place on a paper towel to let dry and then place in sample 
bags. 
4.2.3 Rod Milling Procedure 
1. Clean the rod mill thoroughly before any use with isopropanol alcohol. 
2. Load 1kg of magnets into the rod mill with the rods. 
3. (Optional) add 1kg of water per kg of magnets. 
4. Screw down the top bolt tight. 
5. Load the rod mill onto the rollers and turn the rollers on. Close the safety door and start 
timing the grind. 
6. Once the time for the grind is done, take the rod mill off the rollers and clean out the 
magnet material being careful not to lose any.  




8. Complete a sieve analysis on the magnet powder and collect the -125um particles for 
testing. 
4.2.4 Ring and Puck Pulverizer Procedure 
1. Clean the ring and puck thoroughly before adding the magnet material to the machine. 
2. Add 300g of magnets into the ring and puck pulverizer and close the lid tightly.   
3. Close the safety shield and turn on the machine for the allotted time.  
4. Once the time for the grind is complete, turn off the machine and take out the sample.  
5. Place the sample into bags and do a sieve analysis on the samples.   
6. Clean out the ring and puck pulverizer.  
4.3 Fluidized Bed Reactor Set-Up 
The fluidized bed reactor was the first experimental set-up designed and built to recycle 
the neodymium magnet alloy.  It was comprised of five main systems which were the gas 
preheating system, diffuser plate, vertical tube and furnace, collection bin and vacuum sampling 
system, and scrubber system.  All these systems working in conjunction was necessary for a 
successful test.  The gas preheater system was the first of the unit operations that the FBR 
employed and would heat all the reactant gas going into the system to the required temperature.  
A picture of the gas preheater is in Figure 9.   
Watlow band heaters were used to heat a small threaded pipe that was filled with 
stainless steel shavings.  Reactant gas would be flowed through the threaded tube and through 
the stainless-steel shavings to heat the gas to the reaction temperature.  The stainless-steel 
shavings would increase the surface area that the gas could make contact increasing the 
efficiency in which the reactant gas was heated.   
The purpose of the gas preheater was to help with the heat balance of the overall reaction 
that would occur within the vertical tube furnace.  By using a gas preheater, the reactant gas is at 
or near the target reaction temperature when entering the fluidized bed reactor.  By preheating 
the reactant gas, the furnace would not have to overcompensate to heat the reactant gas and the 




Figure 4.1 Gas Preheater for Fluidized Bed Reactor 
The gas preheater was controlled by a Brisk Heat temperature controller. The Brisk Heat 
controller used a built-in thermocouple to sense the temperature and then control how much 
power the Watlow band heaters would observe.  Figure 4.1 has two different types of band 
heaters pictured. The stainless-steel band heater that is not on the preheater was removed and 
replaced by band heaters that have ceramic endcaps on the terminals because the ceramic 
endcaps add another layer of protection against electric shock.   
The next system in the fluidized bed reactor was the gas diffuser system. This system was 
put in place to help the reactant gas disperse through the bed of material better than the previous 
gas diffuser which was just a thin piece of stainless steel mesh material.  The old method had two 
large issues associated with it which were letting material pass through and the placement of the 
diffuser screen was too low.  The old diffuser screen sat outside of the furnace area.  At this 
placement the volume of the bed would not reach the temperature required to start the reaction. 
The new gas diffuser system is shown in Figure 4.2. 
The new gas diffuser system addresses both previous problems associated with the old 
gas diffuser screen.  The new gas diffuser system raises the material bed into the furnace so that 




Figure 4.2 Gas Diffuser System 
A quarter inch steel plate was added to hold up the material bed with some stability to 
reduce the amount of material that can be lost through the screen. A 45-micron steel mesh was 
added to top of the steel plate to prevent losses through the holds in the steel plate. A close-up 
picture of the steel plate is given in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3 Close up of the Steel Diffuser Plate 
From the figure above, one can see how the gas diffuser plate was designed.  To raise the 
material bed up in the furnace and to effectively diffuse the reactant gas, a grid like pattern was 
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created of 1/8” inch holes and one larger hole that allowed the downcomer to hold up the diffuser 
plate. The larger hole was drilled to match the diameter of the downcomer at 3/8”. On top of the 
diffuser plate a screen was placed to stop neodymium magnet material from descending in the 
furnace.  The downcomer is a small tube that transports product material from the fluid bed to 
the collection bin. 
The following system in the unit operations of the fluidized bed reactor was the furnace 
and tube that the reaction was to take place within.  This furnace and tube were modified from an 
existing system that was used to investigate cyclonic roasting of gold ores.   
The modifications used to change the cyclonic roaster to a fluidized bed reactor was the 
placement of the inlet and outlet ports for the reactant gas.  The inlet for the gas was changed 
from the top of the furnace to the bottom of the furnace to fluidize the reactor bed and the gas 
outlet was changed to the top of the reactor.  A picture of the whole reactor is shown below in 
Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4 The Fluidized Bed Reactor 
 
The furnace itself utilized a range of temperatures from room temperature to 1000°C.  
The high temperature limit was well above the expected temperature range of roughly 700°C.  
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With this reactor design, the magnet alloy particles are fed in from the top of the furnace 
via a particle feeder at a constant rate.  The particles then stack up on the previously described 
gas diffuser plate to be fluidized by reactant gas being input underneath the particle bed.  As the 
particles are fluidized the reacted particles are transported over the downcomer and collected in 
the collection bin. 
The next piece in the fluidized bed reactor is the collection bin and vacuum sampling 
system.  The collection bin was comprised of a threaded pipe with two end caps to create a tight 
seal and prevent leaks.  The downcomer connects to the collection bin by leak preventing 
Swagelok connections.  Connected by a T-joint just before the collection bin on the downcomer 
is the vacuum sampling system.  This was designed to pull a sample out of the fluidized bed 
reactor while it is running at steady state.  By sampling at steady state an accurate assessment of 
the reaction that is taking place inside the reactor can be made.  By using steady state sampling 
the there is a potential that adjustments can be made in real time.  The collection bin and vacuum 
sampling systems are shown in the following figures. 
 
Figure 4.5 Comparison of Previous and Current Collection Bins 
Figure 4.5 showcases the previous collection bin on the left and the new collection bin on 
the right.  The first collection bin was replaced due to how difficult it was to seal up.  Because of 
the nature of the fluidized bed and the pressure that it must withstand, having the ancillary 
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systems seal tightly.  A good seal was also required because of the corrosive gases that would be 
used as reactant gases.   
 
Figure 4.6 Vacuum Pump used for Sampling 
Figure 4.6 has the vacuum pump that was used to create the suction required to grab a 
sample from the fluidized bed reactor.  The vacuum pump would create suction to a sample 
though a screening system that is featured in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7 Sample Screen System 
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The screening system allows gas to flow through but will stop any particles from going 
through to the vacuum pump.  Ideally, the particles would stack up inside the tubes connecting 
the vacuum pump to the downcomer.  Before the screen there is a valve that can be opened and 
closed so that multiple samples can be taken without the exposure to any reactant gases.  
The final system that was incorporated into the fluidized bed reactor was a scrubber 
system.  Scrubbers were required because SO2 is being used as a reactant in the fluidized bed 
reactor. To scrub SO2 gas from the off gases as solution of NaOH is used to convert any unused 
SO2 to Na2SO4.  By converting the sulfur dioxide to sodium sulfate the off gases are cleaned 
from the potentially dangerous sulfur dioxide.  Released to the atmosphere would be a mixture of 
nitrogen and oxygen. Two potential sources for sulfur dioxide are present when running the 
fluidized bed reactor.  One of them is on the main off gas and the second is from the vacuum 
sampling system. Figure 4.8 features the scrubber system. 
 
Figure 4.8 Scrubber System 
Two different scrubbers are show in the figure above. The larger of the two was designed 
to handle the main off-gas output of the fluidized bed reactor.  The main scrubber utilized 10 
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molar NaOH solution.  The smaller scrubber was designed to handle the output of the vacuum 
sampling system and used 5 molar NaOH solution.   
The larger system of the scrubbers was designed to handle one hour of SO2 gas flowing at 
7 SCFH. The smaller scrubber did not have to capture as much SO2 gas and therefore did not 
need the volume or the concentration that the main scrubber needed.  Each of these scrubbers 
were attached to the shelf by two screws.  This would prevent any tipping and reduces the 
chances for spillage. 
4.4 Fluidized Bed Reactor Procedures 
The fluidized bed reactor system was very difficult to control so a procedure was created 
to reduce the variables involved with the experiments. 
1. Load the FBR with 250g of magnet material and another 750gs of magnet alloy into the 
powder feeder.  This allowed for a total of 1Kg of NdFeB powder to potentially be 
reacted.  
2. Fluidize the bed with air before the furnace is turned on.  The amount of air that is used 
depends on fluidization characteristics of powder.  Size and density of the powder are the 
most important variables.   
3. Leak test the reactor to ensure that no leaks are present in the whole reactor system. 
4. Once the bed is fluidized, turn the furnace on and allow the furnace to heat the bed to the 
appropriate temperature.   
5. As the temperature of the bed approaches the desired temperature, turn on the reactant 
gas.  SO2 was the reactant gas used here.   
6. Leak test again to ensure that there are not any toxic gases being emitted. 
7. Let the reaction reach steady state. 
8. Start taking samples using the vacuum sampling system. 
a. Open the main valve 
b. Turn the vacuum pump on and wait 5 minutes. 
c. Turn the vacuum pump off and close the main valve.   
d. Remove the sample tube, bag the sample, and replace the sample tube. 
e. Wait 15 minutes before taking another steady state sample. 
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9. Once the sampling is complete, shut off the reactant gas and the furnace.  Allow the 
system to cool and clean the reactor for further use. 
4.5 Tube Furnace Experimental Set-Up 
The tube furnace experimental set-up was the second experimental set-up that the 
reaction was carried out in.  The tube furnace was much simpler than the fluidized bed reactor 
system and did not require the amount of reactant gas, did not have the amount of connections 
where gas leaks could occur, and used less material.  The small operational differences yielded a 
system that was much more robust.  The three main components of the system are the tube 
furnace, the sample holding system and the scrubbing system.   
The tube furnace was designed to hold a small crucible with a 10g sample of the NdFeB 
magnet alloy which would have reactant gas flowing over the sample within the crucible. Two 
thermocouples are used to measure the temperature inside the furnace tube and to measure the 
temperature of the bed of material. The image below shows the tube furnace completely 
assembled. 
 
Figure 4.9 Tube Furnace 
Figure 4.9 has each of the subsystems of the tube furnace in the image.  The tube furnace 
itself is shown, along with the scrubber and sample holding systems.  Water was flowed through 
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copper tubes at ends of the mullite furnace tube so that the rubber stoppers that seal the ends of 
the of the tube did not melt and prevented reactant gas leakage.  The next system is the sample 
holder and a close-up picture is given in Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10 Sample Holder 
The sample holder is comprised of a porcelain crucible and a steel crucible holder.  The 
porcelain crucible sits inside of the steel holder. The holder itself features two holes that are ideal 
for placing a thermocouple through the holes to measure the temperature of the sample in the 
crucible.  It also raises the sample up in furnace to the center of the tube.  The thermocouples that 
are going to be used to measure the temperature of the bed and the furnace are shown in Figure 
4.11.  
The thermocouples were placed on the inlet side of the tube furnace and three holes were 
punched in the rubber stopper.  Two holes were for the thermocouples and another hole was 
punched for the reactant gas input tube.  The thermocouples were measured and placed so that 
the ends of each thermocouple were in the center of the tube.   
The final system was the off-gas scrubbing system which was to remove the SO2 from 





Figure 4.11 Thermocouples of the Tube Furnace 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Scrubber for Tube Furnace 
The scrubber utilized 5 molar NaOH solution to convert the SO2 to water soluble and 
stable Na2SO4. The off-gas, that should be SO2 free is then vented through a hood.   
4.6 Tube Furnace Procedures 
1. Load the porcelain crucible with 10g of NdFeB powder.  
a. Make sure that the powder is placed in a thin layer to maximize particle contact 
with reactant gas. 
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2. Thread the thin thermocouple through the two holes in the crucible holder and carefully 
push the sample holding system to the center of the tube.  
3. Close the end of the tube with the rubber stoppers. Add a small layer of vacuum grease to 
the rubber stoppers to create a good seal. 
4. Turn the air on and do a quick leak test to ensure that the system will not leak. 
5. Turn the furnace on and set it to the required temperature.   
6. Connect the automatic temperature scanner to thermocouples and start recording the 
temperature 
7. Take a baseline measurement of the oxygen content within the system. 
8. Turn on the SO2 gas. Do another quick leak test.   
9. Record measurements of the oxygen content at 5-minute intervals. 
10. As the reaction starts and concludes, turn off the reactor and let cool. 
11. Remove sample from reactor and take observations. 
12.  Take the sample from the porcelain crucible and remove the powder.  
13. Split into two 5-gram samples. 
14. Place each sample into its own 50 mL beaker and add water. 
15. Stir the slurry  
16. Filter the slurry with a paper filter over an Erlenmeyer Flask to separate the filtrate from 
the insoluble components of the slurry.  
17. Dry the filter cakes to remove moisture by placing them into a drying oven. Let dry 
overnight. 
18. Store the filtrate for future analysis by ICP. 








CHAPTER 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The test work completed was designed to determine the feasibility of using direct 
sulfation to covert the neodymium held within the magnet alloy to neodymium sulfate while 
converting the iron to iron oxide.  Initially, a fluidized bed was used to attempt the convert the 
neodymium and then a tube furnace was used to expose the magnet alloy to the reactant gas.   
The tube furnace experimental configuration was the most successful experimental 
configuration and is where much of the experimental data was pulled.  The products from the 
tube furnace were water leached and the solutions were analyzed by ICP-MS.  The insoluble 
materials were analyzed by XRD to determine the specific phases of the insoluble portion of the 
product. 
Hazen Research was used to determine the initial composition of the magnet alloy. The 
results from that analysis are shown below and recovery calculations of the metals in the alloy 
would be based on this analysis. 
Table 5.1 Analysis of Magnet Alloy 
 
The initial analysis of the magnet alloy revealed the relative amount of each element 
present in the alloy.  Of note, would be the amount of dysprosium and the amount of 
praseodymium present in the alloy. This table and the elemental analysis were used to calculate 




Aluminum          % 0.10
Boron                   % 0.84
Dysprosium       % 8.25
Iron                       % 65.20




5.1 Sieve Analysis Results from Grinding 
Three different techniques were used to grind the material to the required size of -125um.  
The first technique used was wet grinding the NdFeB magnets for one hour. 1kg of deionized 
water was used in conjunction with 1kg of magnets.   
An immediate observation was the pebbling that occurred with the magnets from the 
Chevrolet Volt motor. It appears that these small magnets are near the critical size for pebbling 
inside the rod mill.  A particle size analysis was completed on the grind product.  The graph in 
the figure below shows a very skewed size distribution chart. 
 
Figure 5.1 Wet Grind Sieve Analysis 
The distribution of sizes given in the wet grind sieve analysis is not like a normal size 
distribution.  The distribution above was due to the pebbling effect and the very brittle nature of 
the neodymium magnets.  The wet grind produced a product where much of the magnet was 
reduced to a very small size of -125 microns and the other major portion as pebbles.  The pebble 
fraction contained 31.2% of the magnet material and 68.3% of the magnet material was in the 



























Figure 5.2 gives the size distribution of the rod mill when not using deionized water. The 
size distribution was really like the previous size distribution when using water as a wet grind, 
however less of the magnet material was ground to -125 microns.  
 
Figure 5.2 Sieve Analysis of the Dry Grind Rod Mill 
The dry grind had 41.4% of the magnet material end up as pebbles, but also saw a wider 
distribution of particle sizes. The -300um to +201um had 26.3% of the material, the -210 to 
+125um fraction had 15.2% of the magnet material and the -125um held 16.2% of the magnet 
material.  The -300um fraction had a total of 57.6% of the magnet material.  Particles that were 
larger than 300 microns but smaller than the pebble fraction only had a total of 0.96% of the total 
material used in the sieve analysis.   
When comparing the two methods of grinding, the dry grinding had a larger pebble factor 
while also creating a wider particle distribution.  When needing the smallest size fraction, having 
a wider size distribution did not help. The wet grinding technique yielded a better result for 
sample preparation with much of the magnet material ending up the -125um size fraction.   
The ring and puck pulverizor was by far the best grinding technique.  The ring and puck 
pulverizor reduced the magnets to 100% passing -125um.  The ring and puck made it easy to 
reduce the magnets to the proper size for sample preparation. The effect of time was not 






















Dry Grind Sieve Analysis
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5.2 Fluidized Bed Reactor Results 
The fluidized bed reactor was plagued by setbacks, inconsistencies and failures during 
actual run times that caused tests to be stopped before they were completed. However, failure is a 
wonderful teacher and conclusions can be made as to what was going on in the reactor while it 
was running.   A total of three tests were attempted by the fluidized bed reactor and each one 
ended with some sort of mechanical failure.  
The first test ended with the caustic scrubber rupturing at the top rubber stopper, bubbling 
caustic solution out of the scrubber.  Still, the reactor got to temperature and SO2 was added to 
the fluidizing gases.  The reactor lasted just over five minutes before the top of the scrubber 
came apart.  The reactor was instantly shut down and the reactant gas was turned off.  The 
reactor was allowed to cool and then later cleaned out before another attempt was made. The 
scrubber was fixed with a larger gas outlet tube to reduce the pressure that the scrubber 
experienced.   
The second fluidized bed test had a similar failure 12 minutes into the test where a plastic 
tube carrying reactant gas ruptured and the SO2 gas monitors starting to go off.  The reactor was 
again shut down and allowed to cool.  The second test did have a longer run time than the 
previous test where the bed of material was fluidized with reactant gas for a full 12 minutes. The 
product from the fluidized bed reactor test two is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
The original magnet alloy powder feed was found to have coalesced into large solid 
chunks. Most of the material was the same dull grey color as the original particle feed and was 
loosely held together, however some of the solid showed signs of melting. This was inferred 
from some of the characteristics of the solid.  It showed some metallic characteristics such as 
having high sheen in some places along with metallic like hardness.  This was determined with a 





Figure 5.3 Product from Fluidized Bed Reactor Test 2 
After the second test, the reactor was again fixed for leaks throughout the reactor to stop 
any SO2 gas from escaping the reactor.  Also found of the second test was that the feed tube was 
clogging up with NdFeB powder before the powder entered the bed inside the reactor.  In figure 
5.4, the feed tube is clearly blocked by sintered or melted neodymium magnet powder. 
 
Figure 5.4 Clogged Particle Feed Tube 
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The sintering that was occurring caused many operation issues with the fluidization of the 
powdered alloy.  Fluidization was difficult to achieve after 400°C due to the particles fusing 
together.   
5.3 Tube Furnace Results  
Results from the tube furnace tests include temperature data, which compares the 
temperature of the furnace with the temperature of the bed of material, ICP-MS data that was 
used to calculate recovery of the neodymium, and XRD data that shows the phases that were 
present in the insoluble materials.  The temperature data graphs also have the percent of oxygen 
observed during the tests superimposed.  
To determine what was going on inside the reactor, the temperature of the furnace, 
temperature of the bed, and the oxygen content of the off-gas stream.  An automatic temperature 
recorder was used to record the temperature and a digital oxygen sensor was used to measure the 
oxygen content in the atmosphere of the tube furnace.   
5.3.1 Roasting Experiments 
Using the tube furnace, reactant gases were flowed over the top of a static bed of NdFeB 
powder. The reactant gases were oxygen and sulfur dioxide.  The amount of oxygen and sulfur 
dioxide in the system is the main variable to adjusted. Temperature was also adjusted to find the 
potential stability regions of neodymium sulfate.  Figure 5.5 shows a picture of the product 
material directly after it was removed from the first test. The product material was one cohesive 
piece that appeared sintered together. Every tube furnace test had a product that sintered 
together. 
The solidification of the sample can be attributed to the low eutectic temperature of the 
NdFeB system.  The low melting temperature has caused sintering to occur in this sample.  This 





Figure 5.5 Product Material after Tube Test 1 
The product material was weighed, broken up and split into half. The second half of the 
sample would be water leached to recover anything soluble in water.  The insoluble gangue 
material would be analyzed with XRD. The solution would be analyzed by ICP-MS. 
Figure 5.6 overlays the percent of O2 against the temperature of the sample material.  
This test was conducted so that the furnace would heat up to 650°C, have an O2:SO2 
atmospheric ratio of 4.5:1.  This was due to the stoichiometry of the proposed reaction.  The tube 
furnace was allowed to heat up to 300°C before the sulfur dioxide would be turned on.  The 
oxygen content of the system was observed to have decreased slightly as the sulfur dioxide was 
turned on.  The temperature of the bed reached a temperature of 660.3°C.   
The temperature of the sample was observed to have very quickly increased in 
temperature between 320°C and 550°C which is also the lowest in percent oxygen.  This 





Figure 5.6 Temperature and %O2 of Tube Test 1 
The subsequent figure shows the data from the second tube furnace test. Tube Test 2 was 
carried out slightly differently than the first test.  The oxygen flow rate was decreased by half to 
get a ratio of oxygen to sulfur dioxide in the furnace of 2.25:1.  This test also used argon gas 
during the cooling phase of the test.  The furnace was also set to heat to 630°C rather than the 
previous 650°C because of the overtemperature that was seen in the first test.   
 
Figure 5.7 Temperature and %O2 of Tube Test 2 
The results of the second test yield a smoother temperature curve but a slight increase in 
the rate of increase in temperature can be seen at 400°C. At the same time is a decrease in the 
percent O2 in the system.  The sharp decrease in the percent O2, from 20.9% to 19.7% suggests 


























































Temperature Comparison and Percent O2 for 






gradually increases back to the starting point however it does take a long time to get there which 
suggests that a reaction was happening for most of the test.  The comparison of the temperature 
of the sample bed and the temperature of the furnace is given in Figure 5.7 for experiment three. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Temperature of the Sample Bed and Furnace. 
The temperature of the bed compared to the temperature of the furnace is slightly higher 
than the temperature of the furnace for the entire test.  When concentrating on the temperature of 
the sample bed, there is one spot that quickly increases in temperature when compared to the 
temperature of the furnace.  The rapid increase in temperature can be attributed to an exothermic 
reaction occurring in the sample bed.  The temperature of the sample bed continued to be much 
hotter than the temperature of the furnace until the very end of the test.  The two temperatures 
started to converge as the test was ending.   
Continuing to decrease the relative amount of oxygen to sulfur dioxide, the Figure 5.9 








































Figure 5.9 Temperature Trends for Experiment Four 
In the experiment represented above by Figure 5.9 the ratio of oxygen to sulfur dioxide 
was 2.12:5 meaning that the oxygen was reduced to well below the stoichiometric values of the 
reaction.  Reducing the relative amount of oxygen should help reduce the amount of oxidation 
that occurs. Observed was a very similar trend to the previous experiment where the percentage 
of oxygen in the system was reduced at roughly the same time that the temperature of the bed of 
material started to increase. Observed was a quick increase in temperature from 414.6°C to 
638.8°C in 14 seconds. This represents a very exothermic reaction taking place in a very short 
period. 
The oxygen level was reduced to 16.8% inside the furnace which was lower than the 
previous tests.  This was expected due to the reduced amount of oxygen being input to the 
system.  Combined with the rapid increase in temperature and the oxygen used while the 
experiment was on going a reaction did occur.   
Figure 5.10 shows the temperature data of the Experiment 5 that continued to decrease 
the amount of oxygen in the system relative to sulfur dioxide. The ratio of oxygen to sulfur 




































Figure 5.10 Temperature Comparison and Percent O2 for Experiment 5 
The most notable part of this experiment was that the reaction occurred much later than 
the previous attempts.  The reaction that is taking place inside the reactor did not kick off until 
483.0°C and had the highest top end temperature of 803.2°C. it took roughly ten seconds for the 
temperature of the material bed to reach the high temperature. The increase of temperature at the 
start of the reaction could be due to the decrease in the oxygen present in the system. Decreasing 
the amount of excess oxygen in the system would cause the system to require an increased 
amount of energy to start the reaction.  Increasing temperature is one way of overcoming an 
activation energy.   
The decrease in oxygen was also observed to be further ahead of the increase in 
temperature.  The oxygen was decreased by an even greater amount and decreased to 16.0% 
within the reaction vessel.   
The next series of experiments were conducted at lower total flow rates of oxygen and 
sulfur dioxide, but the reaction was left at the stoichiometric amount required by the reaction 



































Figure 5.11 Temperature Data for Experiment 6 
The temperature trend shows that an exothermic reaction started as the temperature in the 
furnace reached 434.8°C and then increased to 538.2°C before the bed slightly cooled and 
furnace then brought the bed up to around 700°C which is the target region of the experiment.  
The sharp rise is the exothermic reaction of oxidation or sulfation taking place.  
Experiment seven was designed to reduce the amount of sintering that was occurring.  
Silica oxide was added to the powder metal alloy in a 50:50 ratio by weight.  This should have 
caused a decreased amount of heat being released which would decrease the amount of magnet 
alloy being sintered together. 
 










































































The temperature trend shows the expected result where the amount of heat released was 
decreased.  This can be attributed to the decreased amount of neodymium magnet alloy being fed 
into the furnace.  The inert silica that was added to the bed was intended to reduce the particle on 
particle interactions between the magnet alloy particles.  The amount of sintering was observed 
to be reduced when compared to the previous tests, but not enough to have a large impact on the 
results. 
Experiment 8 was intended to explore the effect of reducing the temperature at which the 
reaction occurs and the temperature that the furnace reaches steady state. The furnace top 
temperature was reduced to 550°C instead of the normal set point of 650°C.  Decreasing the top 
temperature that the furnace would reach did not influence which temperature the reaction starts 
at, however the low final temperature could influence the phases present after the reaction.  A 
lower temperature should increase the number of sulfates that are present.  The stability of all 
possible sulfates are higher as the temperature is decreased so this reaction should yield more 
sulfates than the previous experiments. Figure 5.13 yields the temperature trends for experiment 
eight.   
 


































Figure 5.14 also shows the oxygen content that was measured inside the experimental 
vessel.  Like the previous experiments, the oxygen content decreased to about 15%.  The 
decrease in oxygen corresponds with an increase in the temperature of the bed. Experiment nine 
was designed to test an even lower temperature that experiment eight. Experiment nine featured 
a furnace set at 450°C. 
 
Figure 5.14 Low Temperature Test 450°C 
The data in Figure 5.14 suggest that the reaction occurring during the test still occurs at 
roughly 400°C.  Again, observed was the decrease in the oxygen content at the same time as the 
increase in temperature.  The difference for this experiment was that the top temperature did not 
exceed 550°C.  This should equate to an increase in sulfation of all metals contained in the 
sample, however the temperature curves look very similar to the previous experiment’s 
temperature curves. The similarity between all temperature curves suggests that the same 
reaction is occurring for each of the tests. 
Following the low temperature experiments, sodium sulfate was added to the powder 
mixture in a 50/50 mixture to increase the amount of sulfation that was occurring.  The 
temperature curves for the bed of material and the temperature of the furnace for Experiment 10 










































Figure 5.15 Sodium Sulfate Additions 
The temperature for experiment was set back to a higher temperature than Experiment 9 
and the tube furnace was set at 550°C.  The temperature trend observed in Experiment 10 is very 
similar to the previous tests where the temperature of the bed of material quickly rises at about 
450°C. The oxygen content of the bed dropped to just below 15% which follows the previous 
experiments well. Experiment 11 is featured in Figure 5.16 below. 
Experiment 11 was designed to determine whether a pure neodymium oxide can be 
changed to neodymium sulfate without any of the impurities and without the sintering occurring 
that happens with the regular magnet alloy. The furnace was originally set at 550°C and then was 
increased to 700°C.  The temperature of the material bed and the temperature of the furnace 
mimic one another throughout the test suggesting that no reaction took place. Another feature of 
the experiment is that the oxygen content of the furnace was a constant at 20.9% and did not 
change throughout the test.  The constant oxygen content suggests that no reaction occurred 
throughout the test. The next test, Experiment 13, used pure SO2 gas to reduce the amount of 







































Figure 5.16 Pure Nd2O3 Trial 
 
Figure 5.17 Pure SO2 Gas used to Determine Sintering Mechanism 
Figure 5.17 shows the temperature trends that occurred during experiment 13.  As was 
see in the previous experiments, when the temperature of the furnace and the bed of magnet 
material reach roughly 450°C, the temperature of the bed of material spikes to almost 700°C.  
The temperature of the furnace was allowed to increase until 700°C in case a sulfation reaction 































































The oxygen content of the furnace was not measured due to the atmosphere of the 
furnace being completely sulfur dioxide. 
5.4 Water Leach Results 
As the samples came out of the furnace each sample was weighed out.  Each of the 
samples gained a small amount of weight during the tests. The weight gain is shown in the table 
below. 








1.1 9.9994 11.928 1.9286 
2.1 9.966 12.001 2.035 
3.1 9.958 11.99 2.032 
4.1 10.063 12.991 2.928 
5.1 10.056 12.661 2.605 
6.1 10.039 12.273 2.234 
7.1 10.03 10.761 0.731 
8.1 10.085 12.017 1.932 
9.1 9.998 11.132 1.134 
10.1 10.055 10.7025 0.6475 
11.1 5.023 4.956 -0.067 
12.1 10.035 12.349 2.314 
13.1 10.027 13.368 3.341 
 
A few of the tests incorporated a secondary addition of different material making the 
weights somewhat deceptive. Experiment 7 used an inert material as an additive to hinder the 
sintering mechanism and the inert additive is the reason the increase in weight for sample 7.1 
was not as great as some of the other samples. Sample 10.1 was another sample that used an 
additive that caused a decrease in weight gain.  Sample 10.1 used a sodium sulfate addition to 
help the sulfation reaction occur. Experiment 11 used a reduced sample size because a pure 
Nd2O3 sample was used. Effectively no change in sample weight was recorded and some of the 
sample may have been transported by the gas flow through the tube furnace.  
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The other test that saw a reduced amount of weight gain was experiment nine.  The 
diminished amount of weight gain can be attributed to the low temperature that the test was 
carried out at.  The experiment was completed at 450°C which may have reduced the amount of 
oxidation that could occur. 
Once the product of the tube furnace run was cool, it was broken down by mortar and 
pestle for water leaching. To set up the water leaching, 50mL of deionized water is measured 
out.  Five grams of sample is added to a beaker with the 50mL of water. An overhead stirrer is 
set to agitate the mixture. The overhead stirrer was used because a magnetic stir bar would attract 
particles.  A photo of the sample aligning with the magnetic field of a stir plate is shown in 
Figure 5.18. The observation of magnetic alignment was the reason an overhead stirrer was used.  
The agitator was set at 200 RPMs and the water leach was conducted for two hours.    
 
Figure 5.18 Sample Material Aligning with a Magnetic Stir Plate 
Figure 4.19 is a top down photo of the leach cell with the agitator and slurry. The slurry 




Figure 5.19 Agitated Water Leach 
The slurry appeared to have a reddish-brown tint which suggests the formation of Fe2O3 
which is expected for the experimental conditions.  The slurry was filtered with filter paper 
where the filtrate was sealed in vials and the insoluble material was placed in a drying oven. 
Once the insoluble material was dried, it was weighed to help determine how much of the 
product material potentially was dissolved.  This was used to back calculate recovery based on 
the ICP-MS results. 
The solution from the first test was sent to Hazen Research for ICP-OES analysis due to 
the ICP-MS at the Colorado School of Mines being down at the time.  The results that Hazen 
Research sent back is featured in the Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Initial ICP Results from Hazen Research 







The results given back from Hazen did not appear promising, showing that practically 
zero neodymium was recovered and that no conversion to sulfates was accomplished. The first 
test used the same sample size and procedure as the following tests. The rest of the samples were 
prepared in the same manner and analyzed using the ICP-MS at the Colorado School of Mines. 
The ICP-MS results are given in the following table. Table 5.4 outlines the sample 
weights and the recovery of each of the metals in the magnet alloy.  Boron was excluded from 
this table as the boron in the magnet powder quickly oxidizes in the furnace.   
Table 5.4 ICP-MS Results of the Water Leached Solutions 
Sample ID Sample Wt (g) % Recovery Fe % Recovery Pr % Recovery Nd % Recovery Dy 
2.1 6.00 0.34 0.35 0.28 0.05 
3.1 5.65 0.42 0.20 0.15 0.02 
4.1 6.44 0.23 0.46 0.39 0.08 
5.1 5.83 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 
6.1 5.94 0.30 1.91 1.82 0.85 
7.1 5.12 0.14 0.36 0.30 0.07 
8.1 6.01 0.96 0.39 0.34 0.11 
9.1 5.39 0.42 0.21 0.18 0.04 
10.1 5.02 0.49 0.61 0.54 0.18 
11.1 2.42 0.10 0.01 0.65 0.02 
12.1 6.46 0.72 0.22 0.18 0.03 
13.1 6.90 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 
 
Each of the samples started as a ten-gram sample when originally placed in the furnace.  
The sample was split in half after it was used in the furnace. Each sample gained some weight 
from the run in the sample.  The weight gain can be attributed to a possible oxidation reaction 
happening inside the reactor.   
The split sample was then crushed to a fine powder and water leached.  Any neodymium 
conversion to neodymium sulfate should have been reflected in the ICP results.  However, 
Neodymium conversion was not observed in the ICP results. The increase in heat that was 
observed throughout the temperature trend data cannot be associated with the sulfation reaction. 
The non-existence of any of the metals in solution suggest that a different reaction was taking 
over before sulfation could start.  Even the iron portion of the metal alloy system, did not 
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participate in the sulfation reaction.  To investigate the reaction that was occurring X-Ray 
Diffraction analysis was used to qualify what phases were present in the water leach residues.   
5.5 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis  
The leach residues were analyzed by XRD.  The residues contained the insoluble 
fractions from the roasting and water leaching experiments.  Since the water leach solution 
showed no indication of sulfation and did not contain any neodymium or iron in solution.  The 
solution was devoid of all metals in solution.  The results from the ICP-MS suggest that the 
metals should then be locked up it the oxide form for each metal present.   
The neodymium in solution should be contained in an intermediate oxide, NdFeO3, and 
its own oxide, Nd2O3.  The iron portion of the magnet alloy should be contained in the residue as 
Fe2O3 and Fe3O4.   
Each of the residue samples were re-crushed with a mortar and pestle before being placed 
in the powder sample holder for the XRD machine.  The XRD was set up to run a 13-minute 
scan from angles of 10° to 90°.  These properties of the scan were chosen because the majority of 
the peaks that will identify the possible phases are at low angles.  The length of the test was 
chosen to have a long enough to have the intensities of the peaks high enough to identify but not 
so long that the return on investment would be diminished.  X’pert Highscore was used to 
analyze the diffraction patterns which produced the diffraction pattern matches. 
The first XRD graph from the first test is given below in Figure 5.20. Figure 5.20 shows 
the diffraction diagram for the second fluidized bed test.  For the first fluidized bed reactor test 
the diffraction diagram shows that the major phases were iron metal with magnetite being the 
secondary phase that was formed during the test.  The iron peaks are shown by grey markers, 
magnetite by the blue markers and the intermediate oxide, Nd0.1Fe1.92O3, identified by the red 




Figure 5.20 Fluidized Bed Reactor Test XRD Diagram 
 
Figure 5.21 Diffraction Pattern of Leach Residue from Sample 1.1 
From the diffraction pattern above two main peaks can be determined which are located 
at 32° and at 44.6°. These two peaks correlate strongly with iron metal and the intermediate 
oxide phase of iron neodymium oxide.  The issue with the intermediate oxide is that the number 
of peaks that are possible.  The two best fitting phases were overlain onto the diffraction diagram 
with their ICDD reference codes in the top left-hand corner. The grey peak identifiers are for the 
Nd0.5Fe1.5O3 phase and the blue identifiers are for the iron metal peaks. The other phases that 
were suggested by the XRD here were magnetite, wustite, hematite and neodymium oxide.  
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Another phase that will continue to appear is a non-stoichiometric iron oxide, Fe1.92O3.  The 
diffraction diagram for the residue from experiment two is show below in Figure 5.22. 
 
Figure 5.22 Diffraction Diagram for the Leach Residue from Sample 2.1 
The diffraction pattern for Sample 2.1 has more peaks than the diffraction pattern that 
was featured in Figure 5.21.  Four phases were identified to match the diffraction diagram for the 
residue from Sample 2.1. Again, iron metal was identified by the peak at 44.6° and is identified 
by the blue markers.  Two different phases of the intermediate neodymium iron oxide were 
present with two different stoichiometric ratios were identified but the two phases share their 
peaks.  These two are identified with the grey markers being for the Nd0.5Fe1.5O3 and the red 
markers for the Nd0.1Fe1.9O3 phase.  Lastly, a non-stoichiometric iron oxide was identified with 
the purple markers. This phase was Fe1.92O3. 
Roasting experiment three shows a powder diffraction pattern that is nearly identical to 





Figure 5.23 X-Ray Diffraction Diagram for Experiment 3 
The main peaks for the diffraction diagram in Figure 46 are the primary peaks for iron 
metal at 44.6°, magnetite and the intermediate oxide, iron neodymium oxide.  Also present in the 
residue from experiment three was neodymium oxide and the non-stoichiometric iron oxide of 
Fe1.92O3. Experiment three has a very high iron peak when compared to the rest of the peaks that 
are in the diffraction diagram.  This might suggest that only a small portion of the powder feed 
oxidized in this reaction.   
The powder diffraction diagram for experiment four is given next in Figure 5.24.  
Experiment four had similar results than the previous tests.  Experiment four used a reduced 
amount of oxygen entering the system than compared to the previous experiments. The main 
peaks were for iron metal and magnetite shown by the red and green markers respectively. The 
grey and blue markers are the non-stoichiometric iron oxide and the iron neodymium oxide.  
Even with the reduced oxygen iron oxide was a prevalent component along with the intermediate 
oxide of iron neodymium oxide.  Figure 5.25 has the diffraction pattern for experiment five.  





Figure 5.24 X-Ray Diffraction Diagram for Experiment Four 
 
Figure 5.25 Experiment Five Diffraction Diagram 
Experiment five had something different happen during the duration of the test.  The 
temperature increased to almost 800°C and the diffraction diagram reflects the increase in 
temperature.  The main component match that the XRD gave was of magnetite. The markers for 
magnetite are shown in green.  The other peak was at 44.6° which is the main iron peak. This 
suggests that the oxidation conditions in the furnace during the roasting procedure were perfect 





Figure 5.26 Diffraction Diagram for Experiment Six 
The diffraction diagram from experiment six contains a peak at 44.5° which can be 
attributed to iron metal being present in the powder that was analyzed.  Experiment six was the 
first test that used a reduced gas flow rate to attempt to push a sulfation reaction to equilibrium. 
The other phase that closely matched these peaks was non-stoichiometric iron oxide, Fe1.92O3. 
This non-stoichiometric iron oxide very closely resembles the intermediate oxide Nd0.1Fe1.9O3 in 
the diffraction peaks. The diffraction diagram in Figure 5.26 very closely resembles the results 
that have been found in previous experiments.  
 Experiment seven used the inert silica oxide as a possible method to reduce the sintering 
action that has been observed in the previous tests. The diffraction diagram is given in Figure 
5.27 for experiment seven and reflects the addition of silica oxide in the diagram.  The peaks 
were most closely matching the standard SiO2 diffraction pattern.   
The main peak that shows up on the diffraction diagram for experiment seven is for the 
phase SiO2. The peaks that have been used to identify the other iron phases are also present, but 




Figure 5.27 Diffraction Pattern for Leach Residue from Experiment Seven 
The next phase that was dominate in the sample was the intermediate oxide phase of iron 
neodymium oxide. The tertiary phases that were identified were hematite, magnetite and 
Fe1.92O3.  The next experiment did not incorporate silica oxide with the initial feed material. 
Instead experiment eight used a lower temperature to roast the magnet alloy.  The powder 
diffraction analysis is given in Figure 5.28. 
 




The leach residue from experiment eight has a very similar diffraction diagram to the 
diagram of the leach residue from experiment six which is given in Figure 5.26. The peak at 
44.5° is the same as the peak in the diffraction diagram for Experiment 6 and represents the main 
iron metal peak.  The constant between the two tests were the gas flow rate of oxygen and the 
sulfur dioxide flow rates.  The lower temperature should have shown a decrease in oxide 
formation and an increase in overall sulfate production, but the sulfates were not seen in the ICP 
results.  Instead the XRD results show that the magnetite production was diminished, and the 
primary phase of the test was iron. The secondary phase observed was the intermediate 
neodymium iron oxide along with the non-stoichiometric iron oxide. iron is represented by the 
maroon markers, the intermediate oxide by red and Fe1.92O3 with the blue markers. The next 
experiment’s diffraction diagram is given in the figure below.   
 
Figure 5.29 Diffraction Diagram for Experiment Nine 
Experiment nine had the lowest furnace temperature of all the experiments and also used 
the reduced flow rate for reactant gases.  The two predominate peaks in the diffraction diagram 
are at 36.0° and at 44.5°. These two peaks have also been observed in the previous diffraction 
diagrams and correlate to iron metal and NdFeO3. The peak that is missing from the diagram is 
the peak that should represent Fe1.92O3 which suggests that the low temperature test did not 
produce as many oxides as previous tests. The maroon markers are for the iron peaks, the blue 
markers are for the non-stoichiometric iron oxide and the red markers are for the intermediate 
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iron neodymium oxide. The residue from Experiment 10 was examined by XRD analysis. The 
diffraction diagram is given below in Figure 5.30.  
 
 
Figure 5.30 Diffraction Diagram of Leach Residue of Experiment 10 
The same peaks that have been observed in previous diffraction diagrams were also 
observed in the diffraction diagram for experiment 10. Sodium sulfate was used to increase the 
likelihood of sulfate production in experiment 10. The ICP data did show any increase in sulfate 
production and the XRD analysis did not identify a sulfate material.  Sulfates should not have 
been preset in the leach residue because the sulfates are water soluble.  The peaks identified in 
the diffraction diagram correlate with the iron metal that have been present in the previous test 
along with NdFeO3.   Experiment 11 used pure neodymium oxide as the feed material to 
determine if the direct sulfation of neodymium was feasible.  The diffraction diagram is shown 
below in Figure 5.31. 
The diffraction diagram featured in Figure 5.31 is the diffraction pattern for the leach 
residue for Experiment 11 which came back as pure neodymium oxide.  This was the expected 
result as pure neodymium oxide was the feed material. Even if a partial conversion to 
neodymium sulfate occurred, the insoluble fraction of the leach residue should be left over 
neodymium oxide.  However, the conversion to neodymium sulfate was not observed in the ICP 
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results.  The neodymium oxide used in the roasting experiments should not have converted to 
any other phase during the experiment.  Figure 5.32 shows the diffraction diagram from 
experiment 12. 
  
Figure 5.31 Diffraction Diagram for Experiment 11 - Pure NddO3 Feed 
Experiment 12 used pure SO2 gas to investigate the sintering mechanism that proceeded 
throughout each of the previous tests.  The idea of using pure SO2 during the duration of the test 
was to stop the oxidation reaction from occurring.  During the experiment, the furnace tube 
cracked and broke. This flooded the sample with oxygen and the lab with SO2.  The test is still 
pertinent due to how the temperature data came back.  The temperature spike that was observed 
through the previous tests was not observed in experiment 12.  
The main phase identified by the XRD analysis was iron metal.  With iron metal 
predominately present it suggests that the oxidation reaction was reduced.  The iron oxides were 
present, mostly as magnetite because the temperature was at the top end of the stability region 
for the reaction to start.  The breaking of the furnace tube helped the creation of the iron oxides 





Figure 5.32 Diffraction Diagram for Experiment 12 - Pure SO2 
The next diffraction diagram is from Experiment 13, which was a repeat of Experiment 
12, is given in Figure 5.33. 
 
Figure 5.33 Experiment 13 Using Pure SO2 
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The diffraction diagram for Experiment 13 similarly resembles the diffraction pattern 
from Experiment 12, however the peaks are much more defined in the diffraction diagram for 
Experiment 13.  Like the previous experiment, the leach residue from Experiment 13 contained a 
large amount of iron metal and in fact there were no other matches that were identified by the 
XRD software.  There was some possible oxidation that occurred which may have been caused 
by ant small leak in the experimental system that could have been present because the next 
strongest match after iron metal was of magnetite which is shown as the grey markers. Iron is 
shown as purple.  The next main phase from this test was the iron neodymium intermediate 
oxide.   
5.6 SEM Results  
The SEM-EDX was used to look at a cross-section of one of the products from the tube 
furnace.  The product from Experiment 13 was chosen for SEM analysis because this experiment 
used pure SO2 as the sole reactant gas.  If any reaction was to happen between the feed material 
and the reactant gases, it would have happened here.  In the next figure, Figure 57, the SEM 
picture of the surface of Sample 13.1 is given.  
The above figure shows an up-close picture of the cross section of Sample 13.1. The 
picture shows a lot of variety between the particles of the sample.  The picture is upside down 
and the bottom of the sample is at the very top of the picture.  Moving bottom up within the 
picture we find a line that separate the sample almost in half.  Below this line, which is closer to 
the top of the sample, has larger particles that seem to have coagulated together.  Above the line, 
smaller particles are present that show lots of evidence of sintering.  The larger particles toward 
the bottom of the picture are visible to the naked eye and are shiny in luster.  Elemental analysis 
was completed in three different spots to fully comprehend the elements present and where they 





Figure 5.34 SEM Picture of the Cross Section of Sample 13.1 
 
Figure 5.35 Placement of the EDX Analysis 
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An elemental analysis was completed at each crosshair starting with the black crosshair at 
the top. The EDX graph is given in the next figure. 
 
Figure 5.38 EDX Analysis of Cross Section of Sample 13.1 at Black Crosshair 
The EDX of the first spot on the cross section of Sample 13.1 showed that the main two 
elements toward the bottom of the sample was iron and oxygen, presumably in the form of 
hematite.  The other element that is shown is a small amount of neodymium but as much as the 
amount of iron that is present.  The second EDX scan was completed at the red crosshair and is 
shown in Figure 5.39.  
Figure 5.39 has one peak that was unexpected.  The element sulfur was shown by one 
peak.  This is the first time that any evidence of sulfur has been present in any results.  The red 
crosshair was targeting one of the larger particles that had formed which is one of the particles 
that can be seen by the eye.  Neodymium was also present in higher intensity than the previous 
EDX scan which suggests that the neodymium could be correlated with these larger particles as 
well.  Again, iron was the dominate element that was found at this location of the cross section. 
The final EDX scan was done in between the larger particles that were targeted for the EDX scan 





Figure 5.39 EDX Analysis of Cross Section of Sample 13.1 at Red Crosshair 
 
 
Figure 5.40 EDX Analysis of Cross Section of Sample 13.1 at Yellow Crosshair 
The final EDX scan has the largest sulfur peak found yet with the secondary peak of iron.  
Neodymium was almost nonexistent in this scan.  The large sulfur peak suggests that a reaction 
must be taking place between the iron in the system and the reactant gas, sulfur dioxide.   
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The sulfur being present in the EDX reports led to more HSC work to determine the 
feasibility of sulfides forming during the roasting experiment and to explain the presence of 
sulfur in the samples.  The HSC results are given in the next section. 
5.7 HSC Explanation of Sulfur in the EDX Reports 
The presence of sulfur in the EDX reports was not expected.  With the XRD results 
showing an overwhelming amount of iron metal and iron oxides present, the creation of sulfates 
and sulfides were not observed.  A possible explanation of the presence of sulfur is done below 
using HSC thermodynamic calculations.  Specifically calculated was the Gibbs Free Energy of a 
few potential reactions. The first potential reaction is shown below in Figure 5.41. The graph 
outlines the Gibbs energy values for iron metal going to iron sulfide in the presence of sulfur 
dioxide. 
 
Figure 5.41 Gibbs Energy of Iron Going to Iron Sulfide 
The Gibbs energy for the reaction in Figure 5.41 is positive for all temperatures up to 
1000°C which says this reaction is very unlikely.  This somewhat contradicts what the EDX 
results were showing previously as iron and sulfur mostly found together.  The next graph has 
















Fe + 2SO2(g) = FeS2 + 2O2(g)





Figure 5.42 Gibbs Energy of Neodymium metal to Neodymium Sulfide 
The negative Gibbs energy that was found for the neodymium metal to neodymium 
sulfide suggests that the reaction has a potential to occur spontaneously even at low 
temperatures. The Gibbs energy values are not nearly as low as the Gibbs energy values for the 
creation neodymium sulfate in the presence of sulfur dioxide, but this still shows that 
neodymium sulfide is a possible product from the feed materials.  The next reaction that was 
investigated to determine where and what phase the sulfur is present in used an exchange 
reaction between neodymium sulfide and iron metal with a sulfur dioxide atmosphere. This is 
given in Figure 5.43. 
Iron sulfide has the potential to form in when it is exposed to neodymium sulfide and 
sulfur dioxide gas.  The negative Gibbs energy values shown in Figure 5.43 suggest that it is 
possible for neodymium to be acting as a nucleating point for iron sulfide formations.  Given that 
the potential for this reaction to occur, if any neodymium sulfides were formed in the roasting 
experiments, iron sulfides would form shortly after in a substitution reaction with the 
neodymium sulfides present in the system.  Referring to Figure 5.41, the reverse reaction would 
have potential to run to completion with iron sulfide going to iron metal like the diagram would 

















Nd + SO2(g) = NdS + O2(g)




Figure 5.43 Gibbs Energy for Iron metal and Neodymium Sulfide Converting to 
Neodymium Oxide and Iron Sulfide 
5.8 Summary of Results 
In review, the tests that were completed during the duration of the project were intended 
to explore the nature of direct sulfation of neodymium from the NdFeB magnet alloy.  Two very 
different methods were attempted to accomplish the direct sulfation of neodymium.  The tests 
started with a fluidized bed reactor that yielded insight to the properties of the reactions that 
occurred.  The fluidized bed reactor never worked completely due to the amount of mechanical 
failures, however observations of the tests are still valuable.  
The first main observation that can be made for the fluidized bed reactor tests was the 
significant release of heat that occurs near 400°C.  The largely exothermic reaction was 
confirmed by later tube furnace tests.  This was due, at least in part, by the oxidation reaction 
that occurs very rapidly at elevated temperatures.  The temperature of the bed of feed material 
was found to increase to roughly 750°C.  An exothermic reaction was expected to happen.   
The next observation from the fluidized bed tests was of the product material that was 
removed from the reactor post testing.  The bed of material was found to have sintered together, 
and in places there was evidence of the feed material melting.  The sintering can be explained by 

















1.75Fe + 2NdS + 1.5SO2(g) = Nd2O3 + 1.75FeS2
1.75Fe + 2NdS +




temperature cited below 700°C.  Sintering temperature is often one half to two thirds the melting 
temperature of the material in question.   This suggests that the sintering of the particle bed is 
likely to occur in all experiments above 450°C. 
The tube tests experiments had similar results as observed in the fluidized bed reactor 
tests.  The very exothermic reaction was observed to start at roughly 450°C with some variation 
due to changing parameters such as oxygen content of the atmosphere inside the tube furnace.  
The temperature of the feed material was observed to reach temperatures of nearly 800°C which 
is well above the sintering temperature and higher than the suggested stability region of 
neodymium sulfate.  When the material was pulled out of the furnace it was sintered into one 
cohesive block instead of a powdered form that it entered the furnace as.   
The water leach results showed that almost no sulfation had occurred throughout the 
testing process.  Calculated recoveries were right around 0.2%. This led to XRD analysis to 
determine the chemical reactions that occurred during the tests.  The XRD analysis showed that 
the major phase present in the leach residue was hematite followed by magnetite, wustite, and 
then the intermediate oxide of NdFeO3. The final minor constituents were partially oxidized iron, 
unreacted iron metal and small amounts of unreacted neodymium metal. The predominant 
reaction appears to be the formation of the Nd-Fe-O phase. In the experiments, NdFeO3 was a 
primary product from both the fluidized bed reactor and the tube furnace confirming the 
thermodynamics of the intermediate oxide as the most spontaneous reaction. 
The only analytical tests that showed any promise of a reaction occurring with sulfur are 
the EDX scans. In two of the scans, sulfur was present and in the final scan, the sulfur peak was 
very intense compared to the other peaks that were observed by the scan.  The presence of sulfur 
in the sample suggest that a reaction was taking place between iron and the SO2 entering the 
system.  The issue is that the XRD analysis never confirmed the phase the sulfur was present in.  
Further HSC work suggested that neodymium sulfide has potential to form under the 
conditions in the tube furnace.  Iron sulfides would be more difficult to form as the Gibbs 
formation energy of iron sulfide from iron metal and sulfur dioxide gas is positive, meaning that 
the reaction would not be spontaneous.  However, if neodymium sulfide is present with iron and 
sulfur dioxide, a substitution reaction is possible between iron metal and neodymium sulfide.    
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEDATIONS 
 
6.1 Conclusions  
One significant conclusion that has come from this project is based on what occurred 
during Experiment 11. Experiment 11 used pure neodymium oxide as the feed material and 
exposed that feed to the stoichiometric ratio of SO2 to O2 that would be needed to convert 
neodymium oxide to neodymium sulfate.  The result of that test was that no neodymium sulfate 
had been produced during the test.  The ICP-MS results showed that after water leaching the 
products from the tube furnace that no neodymium was in the leachate.  The leach residue from 
this experiment was then analyzed by X-Ray Diffraction which proved that the only phase 
present in the leach residue was neodymium oxide.  The temperature data also suggested that 
conversion did not occur for the duration of the roasting experiment.  If a sulfation reaction had 
started, there would have been heat released from the sulfation reaction that would have been 
identified by the temperature scanner used.  These pieces of evidence bring doubt into whether 
creating a water leachable neodymium sulfate from NdFeB magnets is feasible because the 
oxidation reaction occurs before the sulfation reaction.   
The only difference between Experiment 11 and the rest of the experiments is that 
Experiment 11 starts with a pure neodymium oxide instead of a metal alloy mixture.  The 
difference of starting material is important because of the amount of competing reactions that can 
occur with the magnet alloy that would not happen with the pure neodymium oxide.  The 
formation of the Nd-Fe-O phase and the formation of iron oxide are the reactions in question and 
prevent sulfation from occurring.  Coming into the test work, the oxidation reactions were known 
to be thermodynamically feasible and the suppression of the oxidation reaction would need to be 
suppressed.  Suppression was attempted in two ways. Firstly, the amount of oxygen relative to 
the amount of sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere of the tube furnace was reduced through the first 
five tests.  Secondly, the total amount of reactant gases that entered the system was reduced 
through the final tests.  Neither of these methods helped influence the oxidation reactions to an 
appreciable amount.  The result from this test showed no conversion to neodymium sulfate, 
contradicting Brett Carlson’s (Carlson & Taylor, Selective Sulfation Roasting of Rare Earths 
from NdFeB Magnet Scrap, 2017) results for a potential to form neodymium sulfate from direct 
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sulfation.  Although atmospheric and temperature conditions were similar between both sulfation 
investigations, Carlson’s magnet swarf analog comprised of a 7:1 ratio of iron oxide to 
neodymium oxide used in the direct sulfation tests.  The addition of iron oxide in Carlson’s 
experiments show to have driven the sulfation reaction forward and may act as a chemical 
catalyst to produce neodymium sulfate. The graph above shows that when iron is added to the 
system the overall Gibbs energy of formation is reduced when compared to the formation of 
neodymium sulfate from pure neodymium oxide.  This suggests that iron is needed to kickstart 
the sulfation reaction. 
The amount of oxidation that was observed throughout the experiments strongly suggests 
that the intermediate neodymium reaction takes over the system before the sulfation reactions 
can start to occur.  Four different phases of iron were created during the duration of the test work 
which includes iron metal, hematite, magnetite and a non-stoichiometric iron oxide.  The 
formation of these phases over power any potential for a sulfation reaction to start and locks up 
neodymium in an iron oxide phase. 
Three points lock down why the sulfation reaction does not want to occur.  The localized 
temperature of the material bed inside the reactor the temperature would reach the top end of the 
stability region of neodymium sulfate.  The defined top end of the stability region is 750°C 
where the likely phase of neodymium starts to become neodymium oxide at atmospheric 
pressures.  Lower temperatures increase the likelihood that sulfation reaction occurs and with the 
highly exothermic reaction occurring within the reactor sulfation was unlikely to occur.   
The second main argument against the formation of sulfate materials is the low 
temperature eutectic between neodymium metal and iron metal.  The magnet alloy has a melting 
temperature below 1000° which causes a sintering effect.  The sintering that occurs causes the 
powdered feed material to become a single solid by the time the tests were completed. The 
sintering would have created impermeable layers that would have resisted the diffusion of sulfur 
dioxide through the powder sample. The partial melting of the samples could be causing the 
entrapment of the neodymium in the iron phases.  The XRD results seem to confirm this 
statement with the amount of neodymium iron oxide that was formed. The intermediate oxide 
was usually a secondary phase to only the iron in the product from the tube tests.   
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The third argument for why neodymium sulfate did not form is that the reactions that 
cause oxidation happen much more quickly than the sulfation reactions.  Even with the Gibbs 
energy of formation favoring the sulfation reaction, kinetics is stopping the sulfation reaction 
from starting off.  Both the oxidation and sulfation reaction are very spontaneous at the 
temperatures detailed through the experiments.  The iron in the powder feed material has the 
highest likelihood of oxidizing and, because of the formation of the intermediate oxide, traps the 
neodymium within the oxides that form.  The stoichiometry of the magnet alloy has seven iron 
atoms per single neodymium atom, which would help with the entrapment of neodymium in the 
iron oxide.  The intermediate oxide that kept showing up on the XRD diagrams showed that the 
intermediate oxide more closely resembles hematite by stoichiometry with a chemical formula of 
Nd0.1Fe1.9O3. The neodymium would then be a minor impurity trapped by hematite and possibly 
show up as a combined oxide with iron.   
The last supplementary piece of information found was determined through SEM-EDX 
where an elemental analysis was completed on a cross section of Sample 13.1.  This sample 
showed evidence of two distinct phases present.  The top half of the sample seemed to have 
nodules form of melted metal.  These phases formed on three of the previous samples that 
featured the lowest amount of oxygen relative to sulfur dioxide.  When the sample was placed in 
the SEM, three phases stuck out to the operator.  The nodules that formed was one, in between 
each nodule was another phase and at the bottom of the sample another phase was identified.  
The bottom phase was identified as mainly iron and oxygen and had a visibly smaller particle 
size than the top half of the sample.  Neodymium was barely present in this phase.  The nodules 
were mostly comprised of iron; however neodymium and sulfur were also present in the nodules.  
This suggests that neodymium and the sulfur are coordinated in the sample phase.  Having 
neodymium coordinated with the sulfur makes sense due to the negative Gibbs energy values for 
the formation of the neodymium sulfide.  Given the presence of iron in the nodule phase, the 
formation of iron sulfide is likely when neodymium sulfide is used as a nucleation point for iron 
sulfides to grow.  The Gibbs energy of formation is very negative for iron sulfide to form in a 




6.2 Recommendations    
Since this project did not find any true success in recovering neodymium from the 
neodymium iron boron magnet alloy, a case could be made to start looking into different 
methods in recovering neodymium from the magnet alloys.  Direct sulfation of neodymium or 
neodymium oxide using sulfur dioxide gas does not work. If more tests were to be completed for 
this project, an attempt could be made to use high amount of sulfur dioxide at very low 
temperatures in order to convert all metals in the feed to the sulfate phase.  Once all the metals in 
the feed were converted, a second step to increase the temperature and drive the iron sulfates to 
iron oxide could be perceived.   
The problem with this is that sulfating at a low temperature and then using a second step 
to drive iron to the oxide phase is a two-step process where the idea of direct sulfation was to be 
one step process that increased through put and productivity.   
It would also be interesting to see if one could determine the actual melting point of the 
neodymium iron boron magnet alloy and pin down the exact temperature that the sintering 
mechanism activates at.  This would be important to stop the creation of impermeable layers 
building up, stopping the sulfation reaction from occurring. 
Different reactant gases mixed with sulfur dioxide that increased the propensity for the 
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